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INTRODUCTION

Motivation

As climate change begins to play an important role in 
public policy, the concept of “carbon tax” has gained 
increasing attentions from the public and the policy 
makers. On April 1st, Rep. Theodore E. Deutch [D-FL-22] 
introduced H.R. 2307, a bill to create a carbon dividend 
trust fund in order to “encourage market-driven 
innovation of clean energy technologies.” Special Envoy 
on Climate Change John Kerry also stated that  President 
Biden supports carbon pricing. In order to achieve such 
agenda, it is crucial that we have an efficient and accurate 
way to measure soil organic carbon (SOC), the 
reservoir of the global carbon cycle, in an effective, 
accurate, and scalable manner.

Previously, conventional lab approaches through 
chemical experiments can precisely quantify SOC 
concentration. However, they are costly and 
time-consuming when we need to monitor the SOC 
level in a large scale.

Objective

In this poster, we introduce a series of ongoing studies 
that try to leverage and evaluate scalable machine 
learning (especially deep learning) methods to predict 
SOC levels from the hyperspectral reflectance information 
collected via lab experiments and airborne and satellite 
sensors. Specifically, we try to

● utilize transfer learning and semi-supervised 
learning methods to address the problem of limited 
ground-truth labels;

● unmix the collected airborne hyperspectral signals: the 
hyperspectral reflectance data captured by airborne 
and satellite sensors contain signals from both soil and 
crop residue but we only want to predict soil SOC.

CONCLUSIONS & OUTLOOKS
● SOC regression LSTM has shown good results on lab 

data with testing R-Squared 0.96 and testing MSE 
of 8.930.

● Crop residue regression LSTM also achieved very good 
performance with testing R-Squared 0.76 and 
testing MSE of 0.017.

● We hope to explore more methods in transfer learning 
and semi-supervised learning to utilize the large 
amount of unlabeled data available.

METHOD

● Submodel 1: Lab Spectra SOC LSTM
In order to build our soil SOC teacher model, we start 
with a public soil spectra library from the USDA 
Rapid Assessment Carbon (RaCA) project (Wills 
et al., 2014; Wijewardane et al., 2016). It contains the 
350-2500 nm reflectance spectra of the air-dried 
soil samples measured via spectroradiometers in lab. 
The SOC labels are measured through USDA’s 
standard procedure with dry combustion based total 
carbon concentration.

● Submodel 2: Crop residue LSTM
We then trained submodel 2 (also LSTM) with 
labeled crop residue fraction field samples. 
Crop residue samples are taken along the flight path of 
the airplane equipped with hyperspectral sensor 
payload from Dr. Guan’s lab. We then match the GPS 
locations of labeled crop residue fractions with 
the hyperspectral data from the airplane to form the 
train and validation datasets.

● Submodel 3: Airborne spectra SOC LSTM
○ Based on predicted crop residue, we separate 

residue spectra and obtain pure soil signals. This 
is still ongoing.

○ Finally, we train another LSTM regression model 
with unmixed hyperspectral reflectance, a small 
amount of labeled field samples, and the 
pseudo labels generated by the (lab) SOC teacher 
model. This is still ongoing work and the specific 
machine learning paradigm involved still warrants 
further experiments.
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RESULTS
Submodel 2: Crop Residue (Field Data) Regression
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Fig. 2 Flowchart of our Study

Fig. 3 Overview of USDA RaCA Database

Fig. 4 LSTM Model

We trained and evaluated 
LSTM through 10-fold 
cross validation on the 
above dataset preprocessed 
with different preprocessing 
techniques (first derivative, 
feature normalization, and 
also continuum removal). 
Weighted MSE loss was used 
to address the imbalance in 
the dataset. 

Fig. 5 Airborne Hyperspectral Data Collection Scheme

RESULTS
Submodel 1: Soil SOC (Lab Data) Regression

Among all the models, LSTM achieved the highest testing 
R-Squared (around 0.96) and MSE (around 8.93) in 
10-fold cross validation while hyperspectral preprocessing 
techniques don’t have a significant influence. 

Fig. 6 Performance of LSTM on testing dataset. The scatter 
plot is color-coded with kernel density.

Fig. 7 Performance of LSTM on the soil residue 
fraction testing dataset. The scatter plot is 
color-coded with kernel density.

Our LSTM network also 
showed high predictive 
performance (Fig. 7 testing 
R-squared around 0.76 
and MSE arnoud 0.017) in 
crop residue fraction 
prediction for spectra 
unmixing.

We further applied this 
model to the reflectance 
data along all of our 
airplane’s flight paths. The 
effort to upscale this model 
to satellite data is still 
ongoing.
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Fig. 8 LSTM’s inference result on one of the flight paths


